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Instructions:
The question paper has 27 questions in all.
Marks are indicated against each question.
Questions from serial number 1 to 7 are very short answer type questions .Each question carries 1 mark.
Questions from serial number 8 to 18 are 3 mark questions. Answers of these questions should not exceed
80 words.
Questions from serial number 19 to 25 are 5 mark questions .Answer of these questions should not exceed
120 words.
Questions no 26 and 27 are map questions .Attempt it on the map and attach it in your answer sheet.
Q1.Who was the founder of Hoa Hao movement?(1)
Q2.State one difference between a rock and a mineral.(1)
Q3.What is the head of municipal corporation called?(1)
Q4.What is Black Power?(1)
Q5.Who is the owner of Public Sector ?(1)
Q6. When was COPRA enacted?(1)
Q7.Define Infant Mortality Rate.(1)
Q8.Describe the circumstances under which Poona Pact was signed.(3)
Q9.What was Paul Bernard’s theory regarding development of Vietnam?(3)
Q10.Expansion of cities was at an expense of environment. Do you agree? Support
your answer with valid arguments.(3)
Q11.Munshi Prem Chand was a notable figure in contributing to the sufferings in rural
India. Justify with his work.(3)
Q12.Classify industries on the basis of ownership.(3)
Q13.Describe the main features of plantation agriculture.(3)
Q14.What is the outcome of politics of social division?(3)

Q15.How does democracy promote dignity of citizens?(3)
Q16. Suggest three reforms to improve the condition of Political parties in India.(3)
Q17.How can condition of workers be improved in rural areas? Suggest three ways.(3)
Q18.State the terms under which Banks provide loans to the people.(5)
Q19.Describe the different cultural processes which helped to shape Nationalism in
India.(5)
Q20.What is a multipurpose river valley project? State four advantages of it.(5)
Q21.Why do you think that solar energy has a bright future in India?(5)
Q22.How does Democracy stand superior to any other form of government? Justify.(5)
Q23.What is Federalism? How far is India a federal country?(5)
Q24.Why should the Banks and Cooperative societies provide cheap credit to all.(5)
Q25.What does WTO stand for? State two arguments in favour and two arguments
against the functioning of WTO.(5)
Q26.Identify and label the following on the map of India
a)The place where the Jallianwala Bagh incident occured
b)The place associated with the ‘No Tax campaign’ of 1928.
Q27.Identify and label
A –a type of soil
B Paradip-A major sea port
C Gandhinagar Software technology park

